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Efficient wire stripping solutions in safety engineering
JOKARI exhibited different solutions for safety engineering professionals at
trade fair "Security" in Essen.
Ascheberg, November 02, 2018
According to official numbers 116.450 burglaries happened in Germany in
2017, which is a decreased in comparison to 2015 with 167.136 cases. But
still every two minutes criminals burgle into a house. To protect themselves
and their property from burglars, house owners can use several mechanical
and electrical systems. "All of them have to be installed by professionals.
Especially the installation electrical systems is complex, for example the wire
stripping", Carsten Bünnigmann says, managing director of wire stripping
specialist JOKARI from Ascheberg (Westfalia). The company exhibited at
trade fair "Security" in Essen to present wire stripping solutions to safety
engineering professionals.
JOKARI's focus was on wire strippers Sensor Special, No.1-Cat and PWSPLUS. "These tools were especially helpful in the installation of security
components, we heard from expert users. Especially in safety engineering
wires have to be stripped professionally and precisely. Our visitors gave us
very good feedback on working with our strippers quickly and safely. Our
tools have become a serious alternative to boxcutters", Carsten Bünnigmann
points out.
Robert Pollmann from "Pollmann IT and Security Systems" ordered several
tools at the trade fair and points out how the strippers simplify the work. "It's
quick and clean stripping as we are used to it from JOKARI." He especially
refers to automatic pliers Sensor Special to strips cords for magnetic and
lock contacts accurately.
CAT-7 network cables are commonly used in safety engineering, too. For
these wires JOKARI has developed its stripper No.1-Cat with two pairs of
blades for the outer coating and foil shielding. Thus the cutting depths does
not need to be adjusted. "Stripping Cat wires with No.1-Cat saves times.
Instead of carving and removing the foil separately, they are cut with a pair of
blades and removed with the fingers", Carsten Bünnigmann describes one of
the prominent characteristics of the No.1-Cat.
"Smaller strands and conductors in video systems, door intercommunication
systems and alarm systems can be stripped with micro precision stripper
PWS-PLUS 002. Next to saving time our micro precision strippers offer a
high reliability, because the lever blade can be changed", as Carsten
Bünnigmann states.
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JOKARI-Krampe LLC from Ascheberg, Westphalia, is a global market leader for the
production and distribution of high-quality precision wire strippers. Since its
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foundation 50 years ago, the company has been focusing on quality made in
Germany and manufactures all wire strippers in its own factory with an attached
plastics injection molding at the Ascheberg headquarter. JOKARI’s task is to meet
the demands of its world-wide professional customers from industry and
craftsmanship: They are asking to strip all types of wires quickly, precisely, easily,
and safely for further handling – under all circumstances. According to this, the
company’s innovations are geared to the latest developments in technical and
industrial branches, for example in automotive and automation technology. Thus,
JOKARI is able to deliver exactly the wire strippers the customers need for their
work. In addition, JOKARI offers multimedia-based, multilingual solutions to provide
quick assistance to customers all around world having questions on the use of the
wire strippers. For further information visit www.jokari.eu.

Jokari_Sensor Special.jpg: With Sensor Special sensor cables can be
stripped without damaging the inner conductors.

30500_PB_K_300_JPG.jpg: JOKARI‘s No.1-Cat is used with network cables
and data communication cables to strip them safely, quickly and precisely.

Portrait_Carsten_Bünnigmann: JOKARI’s managing director Carsten
Bünnigmann
Credits: JOKARI; reprint free of charge
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